University of Wyoming’s Latin program now offers synchronous web conferencing for 3rd Semester Latin & Latin Author courses.

Taught by Dr. Laura De Lozier, a three-time recipient of UW’s Promoting Intellectual Engagement Award.

Rogatisne? Mittite nuntium Magistrae (delozier@uwyo.edu).

Apply Now

LATN 2030-80 Second Year Latin (4 credit hours)
MTWR 9-9:50 AM Mountain Time * CRN: 16541
Prerequisite: 8 hours college Latin or equivalent (Wheelock chapters 1-24).

LATN 3110-80 Virgil, Aeneid I (3 credit hours)
MWF 3:10-4 PM Mountain Time * CRN: 15645
Prerequisite: 12 hours college Latin or equivalent (Wheelock chapters 1-40).